Reimagining

Blended Finance Survey March 2021

Background
The purpose of this survey was to gather insight into the challenges and opportunities that exist for blended
finance from a practitioners’ point of view. We define practitioners as those that are currently involved in
impact investing/sustainable investing/ESG in their professional capacity.
Our research question was related to how to re-imagine blended finance for Africa in order to strengthen
and scale its impact. Part of the output was presented at the Annual Africa Impact Investing Summit 2021.

Methodology
This survey was conducted online using Google Form between 18 March 2021 and 24 March 2021. The
participants were selected based on their experience in the field of impact investing/sustainable
investing/ESG with a particular focus on emerging markets – especially Africa.
The survey was designed to gather information in a fairly short period of time in preparation for the Annual
Africa Impact Investing Summit 2021. As a result, it should be cautioned that the sample size (n = 82) is
limited.
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2) Blended finance – understanding & positioning
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3) Blended finance – future & challenges
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Insufficient concessional funding

Limited risk appetite by investors

Other obstacles raised (expanded):
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Assessment of right amount of subsidy
Lack of prepared projects that can actually scale up impact. e.g. there is no blended finance to
support private affordable education because there are no initiatives by Governments to address
education with through this solution.
The high reporting and measurement requirements make the transactions too complicated
Lack of awareness
Donor funding cycles which are too short to match project development cycle
It only works for above threshold investment size
Deal pipeline for blended solution
Opportunity costs
Leadership/skill capabilities from the philanthropic side to convince/hold-to-account traditional
capital
Political risk
Scalable investment opportunities
Insufficient understanding of commercial investing by grant/concessional capital providers
Not impact measurement and management but clear financial goals (i.e. this thing will always need
to be blended finance funded...or once we do this if we prove then it moves to commercial
funders...)
This is particularly in relation to SA, the regulation around what PBOs can be very limiting to those
foundations that want to participate in such structures.
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4) Blended finance – reimagining and finding a solution
Snapshot of some of the ideas shares by the survey participants:
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